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Abstract: Standalone Name Resolution (SNR) is an essential component of many Information-
Centric Networking (ICN) infrastructures that maps and stores the mappings of IDs and locators.
The delivery of data can be realized only when the name resolution process is completed correctly. It
also makes the SNR become the key target of network attackers. In this paper, our research focuses
on the more covert and complex Content Pollution Attack (CPA). By continuously sending invalid
content to the network at a low speed, attackers will consume a lot of the resources and time of
the SNR system, resulting in a serious increase in the resolution delay of normal users and further
cache pollution in ICN. It is difficult to be quickly detected because the characteristics of attack are
inconspicuous. To address the challenge, a register access control scheme for an SNR system based
on a malicious user blacklist query is proposed. A neighbor voting algorithm is designed to discover
possible attacks in the network quickly and build a blacklist of malicious users reasonably. Users on
the blacklist will be restricted from accessing the ICN network during the registration phase with
the resolution system. Incentives and punishments for network users are introduced to automate
responses about the potential malicious behavior reports. Our scheme is more efficient as users
do not have to wait for an additional system component to perform operations. In addition, our
algorithm can better solve the collusion problem in the voting process when compared with the
others. We experimentally evaluate our protocol to demonstrate that the probability of successful
collusion attack can be reduced to less than 0.1 when the attacker ratio is 0.5.

Keywords: content pollution attacks; self-certifying naming; decentralization; Standalone Name
Resolution (SNR); voting mechanism

1. Introduction

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is an emerging network architecture for the
future network, whose most important characteristic is that it provides support for the
identifier (ID) and locator separation. Thus, an infrastructure that maps and stores the
mappings of IDs and locators is needed and named as the Name Resolution System
(NRS) [1,2]. NRS is an essential component of the ICN infrastructure. The delivery of data
or content can be realized only when the name resolution process is completed correctly.
Meanwhile, it also become the key target of network attackers, especially for the Standalone
Name Resolution (SNR) approach [3,4]. The approach has been adopted by a number of
research projects based on the advantages such as being easier to deploy, higher security,
and less change to the underlying structure of the network than Name-Based Routing
approach (NBR) in two kinds of name resolution approaches of existing ICN architectures,
such as DONA [5], MobilityFirst [6], PURSUIT [7], NetInf [8,9], SEANET (on site, elastic,
autonomous network) [10], SAIL [11], etc. In the SNR approach, the name resolution
process and message routing are decoupled, and it usually uses flat names to look up
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content’s locators (e.g., the IP or NA), and then, the content is routed by the locators.
Content publishers and subscribers need to register and authenticate through SNR nodes
in order to publish and subscribe content, which makes SNR nodes become important
management nodes in the system and the key attack objects of malicious attackers. The two
biggest security threats are DDOS attack and Content Pollution Attack (CPA). Compared
with the DDOS attack, the CPA attack is a quite covert attack. Attackers disguise as
legitimate users to register with the SNR system and continuously send invalid content
to the network at a low speed, thus consuming a lot of the resources and time of the SNR
system to serve the attackers, resulting in a serious increase in the resolution delay of
normal users and even failure to register or to resolve identifiers. However, due to its low-
speed characteristic, this attack is difficult to be found and handled quickly by the system.
Meanwhile, a large amount of invalid contents injected into the network will further form
cache pollution. Therefore, an access control scheme to restrict potential malicious user
registration in SNR nodes is necessary. Users are the first to perceive the impact of network
attacks. Through the user voting algorithm, network attacks can be found and handled
most quickly. Combined with self-certification [5] to authenticate identity and content, we
take the immediate revocation of a misbehaving user’s self-certifying identifier and his
public–private key pairs as primary protection for the safety of SNR nodes and the whole
ICN system. To be specific, we propose a decentralized revocation approach by a voting
incentive algorithm to reasonably build a blacklist of malicious users and develop a register
access control scheme for the SNR system to counter a CPA attack based on the blacklist in
this paper. Our scheme can not only solve the content pollution attack of the SNR system
but also restrict further form cache pollution. The main contributions are as follows:

1. We introduce a novel scheme to counter content pollution attack from the perspective
of SNR system security. We analyze the significant impact of content pollution attacks
on the SNR system. As far as we know, the existing content pollution attacks carry
out security detection and defense measures on the cache.

2. We give the complete rules of invalid content discovery, reporting and voting revo-
cation process, and the progressive relationship between invalid content revocation
and public key revocation, which gives the reasonable process of being identified as
blacklist users.

3. We designed a series of rules for network users to automate responses about the
potential malicious behavior report and prove the rationality and high reliability of
these rules. We prove the robustness of the voting scheme compared with others
in different collusion attacker probabilities. Experiments show that with the voting
weight continuously increased, the probability of successful collusion attack can be
reduced to less than 0.1 when the attacker ratio is 0.5.

The remaining sections of this article are as follows. Section 2 provides a brief intro-
duction of related work on the security and privacy for the SNR system, content pollution
attacks in caching, and the distributed voting mechanisms. Section 3 mainly describes the
system architecture of our proposed scheme. The basic definition and rules, initialization,
and voting procedure of the voting algorithm is introduced in detail in Section 4. Then, in
Section 5, we evaluate and analyze the security of our approach. The scenario set up and
performance evaluation are demonstrated in Section 6. We conclude the paper and present
some future plans in Section 7.

2. Related Work

ICN being a relatively new area of research, most effort has been focused on develop-
ing an efficient resolution framework [11–16]. Only few prior studies have explored issues
related to security and privacy for the SNR system [17–20]. The authors in [19] mainly focus
on the security of the NetInf architecture, analyzing its vulnerability to security attacks
in form of data poisoning in the SNR and Denial of Service (DoS). Paper [21] analyzes a
potential security threat and proposes an enhancement to address the discovered threat
combined with the SNR system. The new enhancement has been formally verified using
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the formal method approach based on the ID-Based Cryptography (IBC). However, the
impact of more covert content pollution attacks on the security of the resolution system
has been ignored by researchers. Meanwhile, for content pollution attacks detection, the
existing ICN research mainly focuses on caching [22–24]. Most of the current detection
algorithms need to manually set thresholds. These methods have poor adaptability to
different environments. Paper [25,26] shows that in ICN cache pollution attacks, cache
routes are difficult to perceive the existence of attacks. It does not consider the impact of
content pollution attacks on the SNR system and the important role of the SNR system in
solving such attacks. However, none of these studies considered the problem that when
the content pollution attack can be detected, the pollution has formed a certain scale. At
the same time, the change of popularity also needs to be carried out through user feedback,
but the existing research does not explain how to ensure the reliability of this process, that
is, how to ensure that users do not cheat? The distributed voting mechanism research is
investigated as follows. Raya et al. [27] take the misbehaving node secluded by neighboring
vehicles until the CA issues a centralized revocation for the vehicle and allows vehicles
to detect an attacker or malicious user in the neighborhood. Matsumoto et al. proposed a
new PKI system with instantaneous automatic response [28]. The system guarantees the
credibility of the public key issued by CAs by rewarding the CA that publishes the digital
public key correctly, punishing the CA that does misbehave, and rewarding the reporter
who does not have the authorized public key. Lu et al. proposed a trust model to improve
the credibility of information [29]. The model is based on the direct historical interaction
and the indirect view of the sender, and it depends on the reputation of the sender. Based
on the Shamir algorithm, paper [30] proposes an immediate public key revocation scheme
based on neighbor vehicle voting. Decentralized revocation is more flexible and effective,
because it can immediately revoke the privileges of malicious vehicles to protect the privacy
and network security.

Inspired by the above distributed management schemes, we design a neighbor voting
algorithm to discover possible attacks in the network quickly and build a blacklist of
malicious users reasonably for self-certifying named ICN architecture. We introduce a
series of novel rules for network users to automate responses at the potential malicious
behavior report for adapting ICN infrastructures. Our scheme is more efficient as users do
not have to wait for an additional system component to perform operations. We describe
our approach in detail in the next section.

3. Basic Definitions and System Framework

In this section, we provide a system model combined with the self-certifying naming
ICN structure. User ID is strongly associated with the public key (hash of the public key),
so the revocation of the user ID is the revocation of the public key, and the blacklist of
the public key equates to the user blacklist. In the following algorithm description, we
will use the public key revocation to explain the generation of Public Key Revocation
Blacklist (PKBL).

Meanwhile, we choose Standalone Name Resolution (SNR) approach as the routing
approach to design the management model. We distribute different initial voting weights
according to different grades of the public key. Voting algorithm rules will be described in
the next section.

3.1. System Framework

Our reference architecture is based on our funding project SEANET Technology
Standardization Research System Development [10], but we believe that our scheme can
be adapted to any SNR resolution-based and named network objects on self-certifying ICN
architecture such as DONA or NetInf. The system framework design is as follows. Three
main parts corresponding to the system are Users, SNR nodes, and Audit Institutions, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Users refers to the content publishers and consumers in ICN. Publishers advertise an
information item they possess by publishing information about the item’s identifier to an
SNR node. Consumers request access to an information item by sending a subscription
message to the SNR node, which manages a one-to-one or one-to-many mapping rela-
tionship on the item’s identifier and its network address (NA). A user can be a publisher
or a consumer at the same time. Generally, every legitimate user in the system has the
following properties:

• Independently generate public and private key, user ID.
• Initiate content query request, initiate name registration request, content registration request.
• Initiate public key or content revocation events, reply the corresponding voting request.

SNR nodes mean the resolution nodes of Standalone Name Resolution (SNR). The
SNR domain means each network user in the domain will have the same logical resolution
handler (SNR node). In the SNR approach, the name resolution process is decoupled with
message routing, and it usually uses flat names to look up content’s locators (e.g., IP); then,
the content is routed by the locators. The resolution is essentially a lookup service that
maps information requests to information advertisements. In addition to normal resolution
services, SNR nodes also have the following functions:

• Verify public key and user ID, complete the registration and query request.
• Store PKBL (Public Key Revocation Blacklist), update PKBL, and synchronize mali-

cious PKBL to other SNR nodes.
• Handle error content or key pairs revocation reports in the resolution domain, store

and update the SWL (Security Weight List) period.

To the existing SNR nodes of ICN architecture, the resolution node only needs to add
the storage and update two lists, PKBL and SWL, without changing the system architecture
design, which is easy to deploy and implement.

Audit Institutions are trusted third parties to verify and store the corresponding
identity of the users. It is an institution that is responsible for reviewing identity informa-
tion, issuing the user’s initial security weight, and issuing public key certificates. It is a
trusted authority confirmation organization by default, such as a distributed blockchain
structure or a centralized third-party organization. SNR nodes and user nodes can query
the public key registration real identity information of the users from the Audit Institutions
when needed.
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3.2. The Public Key Grades

There are a large amount of users with different identities in the system. Our approach
relies on the voting response of legitimate users. In order to reasonably evaluate the
credibility of each voting user, we classify the user public key into four grades. At the
same time, the credibility of the user becomes higher in high grade of public key, because
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generating a high-grade public key will be required to complete a more rigorous user
verification process during the certificate generation phase by Audit Institutions or a long-
term accumulation of positive contributions to network security. It is avoided by malicious
users. The public key application objects will be defined as the following. More notably,
we will explain in detail the difference and correlation between the grade of the public key
and the grade of the digital certificate. The setting rules of the initial security weight value
will be introduced in the algorithm in Section 4.

We divide public keys into the following four grades: Top Grade, Professional Grade,
Personal Grade, and Basic Grade. In the public key and certificate generation phase, the
user’s public key is initially graded based on the scan type of his/her real identity—just
like the grade of digital certificates as following:

Top Grade: It is generally used by users with high security requirements such as
finance, banking, and e-commerce. Top grade public key certificate generation has the most
complex user verification process. Its initial security weight value is also maximum.

Professional Grade: A general enterprise public key is suitable for administration,
scientific research institutions, and universities, mailbox, forum, and other large and
medium-sized websites. The complexity of the user verification process and initial security
weight value are lower than Top grade but higher than the Personal grade and Basic grade.

Personal Grade: It is mainly used for personal users with rich content resources such as
bloggers and “we media”. The user verification process and initial security weight value is
higher than in Basic grade.

Basic Grade (quick public service): The public key certificate is issued quickly, with time
efficiency and a low security level, aiming at other general users. The user verification
process is the easiest, and the initial security weight value is at a minimum.

The security weights will increase or decrease due to the user’s contribution to the
network security, that is, the user’s contribution to the network security events can increase
the user’s security weight, which may raise the user’s public key grade to a higher grade:
for example, from Basic grade to Personal grade. On the contrary, threating behavior to
network security can reduce the user’s security weight, which may reduce the user’s public
key grade to a lower grade. It is important to note that the upgrade of the public key only
represents the increase in users’ credibility in the network and has a higher voting weight in
the subsequent voting process. However, its own function cannot be changed. For example,
a Basic grade user has changed his public key into a Top grade by actively participating in
network security events for a long time, but he is still just an ordinary user and cannot
carry out banking business, but his credibility in the network has become higher.

3.3. Name Registration Process and Content Publish or Query

Users who want to publish contents need to obtain legal public keys and certificates
from the Audit Institutions and then send their own user ID (UID) and user’s public key
to the resolution node. The node verifies the validity of time stamp and the public key,
and it checks whether the public key is in the PKBL list, then verifying the validity of the
UID by self-certifying naming. The resolution node generates a random number encrypted
by the user’s public key and sends it to the user. The user uses the private key to decrypt
the random number and sends it back to the resolution node, so the node can verify the
user identity. After obtaining registration permission, the user gets permission to publish
or query content by content ID (CID). Content integrity and publisher authenticity can
be checked by self-certification. Figure 2 shows this registration and content publish or
query process.

In the next chapter, we will describe how to discover and revoke invalid content and
malicious users through voting algorithms.
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4. Voting Algorithm

We explain the voting algorithm, including its basic definition, rules, initialization,
and voting procedure in this section.

4.1. Revocation Scheme in Adversary Model
4.1.1. Adversary Model

1. Attackers change contents or send unavailable contents during transmission for
content pollution.

2. Other malicious acts of attackers are found by legitimate users and the legitimate
users can also initiate a vote for revocation. At this time, although the SNR system
has not been attacked, malicious users pose a threat to other parts of the network and
should also be blacklisted.

4.1.2. Revocation Scheme

Each UID can register and publish multiple CIDs. Only a small part of the contents of
a user having problems is not necessarily a malicious attack. It is obviously unreasonable
that revoking the public key of the user results in invalidation of all the contents published
by the user. The revocation of CID and UID should be a progressive process. We clarify the
revocation hierarchy according to the following rules:

When a user in the network receives a content error, the content error can be initiated
as a content revocation event carried out in accordance with the rules of Section 4.2. When
the result of successful revocation is generated, it is reported to the SNR. The SNR revokes
the content and notifies the user who published the content. The user will be punished
by security weight deduction. When the error content numbers associated with the user
accumulate to a set value, the user who publishes the error contents is considered to be a
malicious user. The SNR revokes the public key of the malicious user and all the content
published by the user. Users can report and initiate the revocation request vote event of the
malicious user’s public key when he finds the malicious behavior.

Before describing the process of the voting algorithm, we first give the rules and basic
definition of the algorithm.
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4.2. Basic Definition and Rules of the Voting Algorithm

An effective decentralized revocation scheme should have sufficient incentives for
users to automate the processing of a revocation report. The scheme needs to clearly
address the following issues: how can we better incentivize correct behavior and the
reporting of misbehavior, and how can we formally define what it means for a user to
behave correctly? What incentives can we offer to users? What mechanisms are necessary
for automating the handling reports of misbehavior, and what benefits does automation
provide? A clear definition of these problems is given in the following description.

4.2.1. Advantages of User Active Response

Our approach relies on the active response of the users in the domain. The incentives
of our strategy for the users are described as follows:

1. The number of allowable registered content items increases with the grades moving
up. The relationship between UID and CID is a one-to-many mapping relationship.
A user can publish more content when its security weight is at high grades.

2. Users with high security weight will have more credibility with SNR nodes, which
will result in a higher response speed. When they initiate voting or participate in
voting, the users have the higher voting weight and own the higher reputation of
other users in the network. If they receive attacks, they can quickly complete the
revocation of the attack’s public key.

3. Users with higher security weight enjoy higher tolerance of security misbehavior con-
ducted by themselves. Both the ICN network and the traditional network have their
own threshold definition for the occurrence of security attacks based on their own
characteristics. However, there are misjudgments in the definition of the threshold.
Even if a user enters the scope of the security attack threshold, it may be the normal be-
havior. In this case, the user with higher security weight can have a higher reputation
and error tolerance, in order to avoid unnecessary loss caused by misjudgment.

Next, we give the rules of reward and punishment, giving the mechanisms for au-
tomating the handling reports of misbehavior. We distribute different initial security weight
according to different grades of the public key. The initial weight value should ensure
the effective division of normal users and malicious users under the specified weight
calculation rules and content error tolerance of each level. We set up rules for weight
increase and decrease first in the following description; then, we give the initialization of
security weights.

4.2.2. Rules for Weight Increase and Decrease in Security Weight Value

The increase or decrease in security weights are mainly reflected in the user’s con-
tribution to the network security; that is, the user’s contribution to the network security
events can increase the user’s security weight, while threating behavior to the network
security can reduce the user’s security weight. The rules are as follows:

1. When the user participates in the voting process or reports misbehaving and malicious
behavior to the network actively, the security weight is increased by one at one time.

2. When publishing invalid or other prohibited content, the user’s security weight
decreases with the number of times. The first time security weight is reduced by one,
the second by two, and so on (the number of times is recorded by SNR nodes).

3. If there are verified attacks on other users or SNR nodes in the network, the first-time
attacking user’s security weight is halved and warned, and the second time, the
public key is directly revoked.

4.2.3. The Initialization of Security Weight

The allocation principle is based on the user public key grades. The higher the grade,
the higher the security coefficient representing the user, and the higher the security weight
in the security event. The initial security weight value is set to SW1, SW2, SW3, and SW4
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for Basic Grade, Personal Grade, Professional Grade, and Top Grade, respectively. SWL
(Security Weight List) is a list of the security weight values of all nodes in a domain. The
four grades correspond to different voting weights in the voting algorithm, which are VW1,
VW2, VW3, and VW4 for the Basic Grade, Personal Grade, Professional Grade, and Top
Grade, respectively. The proportion of votes weight VW1, VW2, VW3, and VW4 is 1:2:3:4.
The specific value can be increased proportionally as needed. For four grades of users, the
initial security weight value increases according to the grade, and the setting standard is
unified and public in the whole network by Audit Institutions. At the same time, the voting
weight value VWi of each grade corresponds to the user’s security weight value SWi one by
one. We can derive the value of VWi from the value of SWi according to the published rules.
For example, when SW1 = 100, SW2 = 150, SW3 = 200, SW4 = 250, and VW1 = 1, VW2 = 2,
VW3 = 3, VW4 = 4, if a user’s security weight is 156, we can infer that his voting weight is 1,
or if his SWi is 203, then his voting weight is VW2; i.e., 2. With this mapping rule, we will
not store the VWi values of all user nodes and reduce the system overhead. The setting
standard of a specific SWi value is limited by the following conditions. We assume that
ETi is the number of content error tolerance; according to the rules for security weight
increase and decrease, the initial weight value should be set as the following according to
the rules above:

SWi − 1− 2− · · · − ETi ≤ 0⇒ (1 + ETi) ∗ ETi
2

≥ SWi. (1)

When the number of content errors reaches ETi, the weight SWi is reduced to 0, which
is considered as a malicious user, and the public key is revoked. For example, we set
SW1 = 100; then, ETi = 14, SW1 is reduced to 0 and meets the Formula (1) conditions. It
means that SW1 level users are only allowed to publish less than 14 invalid or incorrect
contents; otherwise, they will be considered as malicious users. If the security weight of
the higher grades has been reduced to the lower grades, its public key grades will also be
degraded. For example, if the Top-Grade user’s security weight value is reduced to SW3 due
to multiple misbehaving, then its public key grade is reduced to Professional Grade. On
the contrary, if the security weight is increased to a higher grade due to good performance,
the public key will also be upgraded. The subsequent SWi value update is based on the
table generated during the voting procedure, which is called RVWL (Revocation Voting
Weight List). It is an array with each element in the form of three-tuple composed of <UIDx,
SWxnew, αx > from all voting users. It is generated and updated by the initiator of the
revocation within the valid voting time. After the revocation is successful, it is sent to the
SNR node for publication. SWxnew is the new security weight due to actively reporting
misbehavior and malicious behavior to the network, and αx is the voting coefficient of
users. In the next part of the voting procedure, we will specifically explain the meaning
and calculation method of the parameters.

Meanwhile, the primary feature of the ICN network is to ensure the fast and effective
content search, which means to find the content nearby. When the publisher of a certain
content is malicious, the biggest impact will apply on other users and routing caching
nodes in the same resolution domain. Therefore, the algorithm synchronizes the revocation
list and treats the resolution domain as a basic unit, and we design the security event level
and blacklist synchronization time to reduce the overhead.

4.2.4. Security Event Level and Blacklist Synchronization Time

The main reason of event-level classification for different public key revocation is that
if the update period of the Public Key Revocation Blacklist (PKBL) is too long, the security
of cross-domain authentication will be affected. However, synchronizing the PKBL, every
revocation will cause a lot of unnecessary overhead. We classify security events as three
grades—primary, intermediate, and advanced—to define the synchronization time.
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1. Users need to revoke their public key due to their own reasons, such as suspected key
disclosure, and the revocation request is initiated by the user. The security event is
primary and the synchronization time is the set PKBL synchronization cycle time.

2. When a user publishes invalid content many times, the security weight is reduced to
the set threshold, and the public key revocation request is initiated by the SNR nodes;
then, the security event is intermediate, and the synchronization delay of the PKBL
blacklist is half of the primary event.

3. The malicious behavior of the user is reported by other nodes, and the revocation is
initiated by the attacked node. The security event is advanced. After the revocation
of the public key in the domain is completed, the SNR node directly synchronizes the
list to the whole network.

4.3. Voting Procedure

According to the rules made in the previous description, we introduce the voting
algorithm and explain the main voting procedure for decentralized revocation. Users who
have obtained a legal identity certificate through Audit Institutions and registered through
the resolution nodes can initialize the revocation event. They need to generate a revocation
request according to the following rules and send it to the local SNR node, which will
publish it to other registered users in the domain (domain means SNR domain). After
the revocation event is initiated, other neighboring users in the domain vote for the event.
Each public key valid user in the domain has the voting right, and the voting weight is
scaled to its key grades. The revocation threshold is set to thcs for a given SNR domain.
The accumulative threshold value thc is calculated by Formula (2):

thc = ∑k∈R VWk × αk (2)

where the users’ voting coefficient αk can be 0, 1, −1. Among them, 0 represents abstention,
1 represents consent, and −1 represents opposition. k is the voting user in R, and R is the
set of all users voting for revocation information in the domain.

When the revocation is completed, it is reported to the SNR node in the domain. If
it is a public key revocation, the first time, the attacking user’s security weight is halved
and warned, and the next time, the public key is directly revoked. The SNR node stores
it in its own PKBL list, synchronizing it to other resolution nodes within a certain period
according to the blacklist synchronization time. If it is content revocation, the SNR node
deletes the revoked content and supervises the users who publish the error content to
accept the punishment of security weight reduction. The revocation process is described in
the following subsection.

4.3.1. Initiated Revocation Request

The revocation message of publisher Ei contains the following: revocation event serial
number CNi, revocation public key Pubr, or revocation content Contr of publisher Er, Ei’s
public key Pubi, Ei’s UIDi, revocation reason Mi, security weight SWi, valid time stamp
to vote on revocation message Ti, and signature Sigi of revocation message by Ei. The
generated revocation information Mir is as follows:

Sigi = SIG(H(CNi, Mi, UIDi, αi, SWi, Pubi, Pubr/Contr, Ti)). (3)

Then, the initial threshold value thc is calculated by Formula (4), and VWi is the voting
weight of Ei:

thc = VWi × αi (4)

Mir = (Sigi, CNi, Mi, thc, UIDi, αi, SWi, Pubi, Pubr/Contr, Ti) (5)

SWinew = SWi + 1 (6)

SIG (•) is the signature function. H (•) is the hash function. After generating message
Mir, user Ei still needs to add its UIDi, new security weight SWinew, and αi to RVWL. The
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user Ei publishes the generated revocation information to the local resolution handler
through the publish–subscribe mode. All users in the domain who have subscribed to
participate in secure voting events can receive this publication information and choose
whether to vote.

4.3.2. Vote Accumulation Stage

When the neighbor subscriber Ex subscribes and receives the revocation request
packet, it first verifies the signature and valid time stamp Ti of the revocation request
packet from Ei. If the signature is incorrect or the valid time expired, Ex discards the
message. Otherwise, Ex extracts the revocation reason to judge and vote, generates its own
voting information VMxr as Formula (8), and send the generated voting information to the
revocation initiator Ei. After successfully receiving and counting the voting information, Ei
calculates the latest accumulative voting threshold thcnew as Formula (9), the latest security
weight SWxnew of the successful voting user as Formula (10) and it adds UIDx, SWxnew, and
αx to the RVWL.

Sigx = SIG(H(CNi, UIDx, αx, Pubx, SWx)) (7)

VMxr = (Sigx, CNi, SWx, αx, UIDx, Pubx) (8)

thcnew = VWi × αi + VWx × αx (9)

SWxnew = SWx + 1 (10)

Ei continues to record new voting messages according to the above rules until the thc
reaches the set threshold thcs, which is as shown in Formula (11)

∑k∈R VWk × αk ≥ thcs (11)

where thcs is the setting threshold value for the revocation algorithm. If thcs is not reached
within the valid time stamp Ti, the revocation event fails.

4.3.3. Synchronization Revocation Result

When the voting weight thc reaches the set threshold thcs, revocation result with
the RVWL is generated and sent directly to the SNR node in the domain. The results
information will be announced in a publish–subscribe mode to voting nodes within an
expiration time, and all users participating in voting can verify the results and question
unreasonable points to ensure that Ei will not falsify the counting results.

4.3.4. Synchronization Blacklist

If there are no questions with the voting process, the SNR node updates the stored SWL
according to the RVWL generated in this round and recalculates the SWL of the punished
publisher Er according to the rules of Sections 4.2 and 4.3. It will also add the revoked public
key to the PKBL or delete the wrong CID of publisher Er. The nodes participating in the
voting can query the security weight increase in their current round of voting through the
effective UID information. When the PKBL update cycle is reached, the stored PKBL is sent
to other SNR nodes for the whole network to broadcast the update.

The pseudo code of the voting procedure on each user and the Ei for voting informa-
tion statistics is described as the following Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2:
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Algorithm 1 Voting procedure of neighbor subscribes Ex

Input: Mir
Output: A voting message VMxr

1 Verify user Ei, Check validity of time stamp Ti
2 if invalid then
3 Discard the message
4 else
5 Verify Sigi
6 if invalid then
7 Discard the message
8 else
9 compute the voting information VMxr and send to Ei
10 endif
11 endif

Algorithm 2 Voting information statistics of publisher Ei

Input: VMxr, thcs
Output: A voting success or fail message, A voting list RVWL1

1 Verify Sigx
2 if invalid then
3 Discard the message
4 else
5 Count the voting information
6 if the setting threshold thcs is reached, then
7 Notify the SNR to deal with Pubr (revoke or halved) or revoke the error content Contr
8 else
9 Continue until the thcs is reached or the time stamp Ti is expired
10 endif
11 endif

4.4. Threshold Setting Standard

For the proper setting of threshold value thcs, we should consider the following con-
straints. For this algorithm, collusion attack is a key security issue. If there are unsafe nodes
in the voting users, colluding to vote and the malicious revocation of other users’ public
keys will cause great security problems. Assuming that the total number of legitimated
honest users in the domain is r and the total number of malicious collusion users is k, the
voting weight calculation model of users with collusion attack is as follows:

thc = ∑4
i=1 ∑Vi

j=1 VWijαij + ∑4
i=1 ∑Ui

g=1 VWigαig and
(
∑4

i=1 Vi ≤ r, ∑4
i=1 Ui ≤ k

)
. (12)

Vi is the number of legal users in grade i, VWij is the voting weight corresponding
to each honest user, αij is the honest user’s voting coefficient, and Ui is the number of
malicious users in grade i. VWig is the voting weight corresponding to each malicious user,
and αig is the malicious user’s voting coefficient.

There are two purposes that collusion attackers want to achieve through conspiracy:
one is to prevent the revocation by voting against it; the other is to cause the user’s public
key or contents to be revoked by mistake by approval voting actively. For the first case,
the attacker and his accomplices use the voting rights obtained in the previous stage to
vote, so that the accumulative voting threshold thc cannot reach the approval threshold thcs
required to revoke. In order to achieve the attack target, the conspirators in the domain will
do their best to vote against it, which means the number of opponents voting in the domain
is close to the upper limit k. If the number of legitimate voters in the domain responding to
the revocation information cannot reach the set threshold after offsetting the negative vote
of the attacker, the collusion attack is considered successful, and the accumulative value thc
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would satisfy Formula (13). In this case, the voting coefficient αig is −1. At the same time,
the threshold value thcs should also be less than the thmax as Formula (14); otherwise, the
revocation event cannot be completed even if all users in the domain vote.

∑4
i=1 ∑Vi

j=1 VWijαij + ∑4
i=1 ∑Ui

g=1 VWigαig = thc < thcs (13)

thmax = ∑4
i=1 ∑Vi

j=1 VWijαij + ∑4
i=1 ∑Ui

g=1 VWigαig and
(
∑4

i=1 Vi = r, ∑4
i=1 Ui = k

)
(14)

For the second case, the attacker and his conspirators also use the voting right obtained
in the previous period to vote so that the accumulative voting threshold value cannot avoid
reaching thcs, thus accelerating the revocation process, which should not be revoked. In
this case, the collusion attack is considered successful and the threshold value thc would
satisfy Formula (15). In this case, the voting coefficient αig is 1.

∑4
i=1 ∑Vi

j=1 VWijαij + ∑4
i=1 ∑Ui

g=1 VWigαig = thc > thcs (15)

5. Security Analysis

The security analysis of this algorithm is limited to the possibility of network attack
and the security of the algorithm when malicious user nodes exist in the network. The
security of other cryptography algorithms used in the scheme is not discussed. The cipher
algorithm with a highly secure coefficient has been selected by default.

5.1. Security of the Voting Scheme

For this algorithm, publishers cheating and collusion attacks are two key security
issues. Firstly, we solve publisher cheating by setting public supervision of the successful
revocation results. The results information will be announced in a publish–subscribe mode
to ensure that publishers will not falsify the counting results. Secondly, we also analyze
and limit the threshold thcs to avoid collusion attack threat in Section 4.4. Meanwhile, the
private key signature ensures the unforgeability of user identity. Therefore, the robustness
of the voting scheme is proved.

5.2. Collusion Attack and Independent Vote

The threshold based on collusion attack has been discussed in detail in Section 4.4,
and it is not covered here.

At the same time, each voter independently receives information from the revocation
information initiator through the publish–subscribe mode and votes independently. Except
for the deliberate collusion attack, voters will not be affected by other voters and judge the
credibility of the revocation information independently, which enables each voting user to
make a fair judgment on this voting event.

5.3. Malicious User Mobility

By setting the time threshold period of the revocation PKBL blacklist update and
thcs threshold discussed in Section 4.4 for security events, the user can no longer attack
other domains after the key is revoked, even if it moves and tries to access within other
SNR domains.

5.4. Revocation Information Forged

The revocation information needs to be signed by the initiator. It is proved by cryp-
tography that the revocation signature cannot be forged maliciously by the attacker. The
reasons for the user’s public key revocation can be divided into two categories. One is
its own reasons, such as the private key being stolen, and another is because of security
threats to other nodes.

For the first reason, the purpose of the attacker is to steal the user’s identity by stealing
the private key, so as to carry out attack activities in the network. At this time, although
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the attacker can forge the user signature and initiate public key revocation information,
this behavior has no benefit to the attacker, but it can help the user revoke their already
insecure public keys more quickly.

For the second reason, the initiator public key of revocation information is within the
validity period and has not been embezzled, so the signature of revocation information
is valid.

From the above analysis, we can be sure that when the revocation information appears
in the network, it is a valid revocation information.

5.5. Defense against Common Attacks of ICN

The advantage of the voting algorithm is that it can establish the security ecological
system for a decentralized environment. At the same time, the automatic incentive mecha-
nism makes our model have better ability to resist CPA attacks. When the attacker steals
the private key, forges the identity, and publishes invalid or error content to attack the
cache, our key revocation scheme can quickly discover the attack behavior by automated
reporting and revoke the attacker’s valid identity in the network so as to ensure the security
of the system.

6. Performance Evaluation

In order to further evaluate the approach we designed, we use the simulation platform
to simulate the above scheme and then analyze and evaluate the performance of the scheme.
The experimental environment of simulation is configured as the following: Intel i7-4790
CPU@3.60 ghz (8 CPU cores), memory 4096 MB, system model Dell OptiPlex 9020; the
selected network simulation software is OMNET software, and it uses a modular open-
source multi-protocol network simulation platform. It supports the functions of a wireless
communication network and wired communication network modeling, protocol simulation
modeling, queuing network modeling, multi-processor and distributed hardware system
modeling, hardware system modeling, and it evaluates the performance of the complex
software system. In this paper, the simulation of network topology is built based on
the OMNET simulation platform by importing different scenarios and topology types
supported by OMNET. The experiment simulated six random topologies under inet-flat
type, selected 10 groups of topology generation parameters to generate topology, and
tested the number of users—100, 200, 300, and 500, respectively. We assume that the
transmission delay of the link is 10 ms and the packet loss rate is 0.5% [31]. The average
latency of the SNR node is 10 ms [16]. The OMNET presets a random value of response
time between 0 and 5 s for each user in the cc-module. The validity of time stamp Ti of the
revocation message is set to 10 s. The expiration time of publishing the revocation result
is set to 5 s. We conducted the simulation in 10 rounds for each user value to obtain the
average revocation delay and number of voters. The number of users at different grades
also selects a truncnormal distribution in each test. With the increase in threshold thcs, the
total revocation delay and the number of needed votes changed, and the average values of
test parameters under different topologies are shown in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

6.1. Communication Overhead

The communication overhead is the additional communication overhead caused
by the increment of revocation messages and signature sizes. Tables 1 and 2 show the
additional message sizes in bytes for the algorithm according to Formulas (5) and (8).

Table 1. Revocation message sizes (bytes).

CNi Mi thc UIDi Pubi Pubr/Contr Ti Sigi αi SWi

4 64 1 32 64 64 2 64 1 1
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Table 2. Voting message sizes (bytes).

CNi SWx UIDx Pubx αx Sigx

4 1 32 64 1 64

Therefore, the total cost of a one-time revocation voting message is 4 + 64 + 1 + 32 +
64 + 64 + 2 + 64 + 1 + 1 = 297 bytes. The communication cost of the voting process is 4 + 1 +
32 + 64 + 1 + 64 = 166 bytes. The communication cost of RVWL containing UID, SWxnew
(1 byte), and αx is n × (32 + 1 + 1) = 34 × n bytes. Therefore, the communication overhead
of the whole event is (34 + 166 + 297) × n = n × 497 bytes where n is the total number of
voters, which are in Section 6.3.

6.2. Average Revocation Delay

Figure 3 shows the average revocation delay with a different number of users. The
delay model of the revocation event is as shown in Formula (16):

Tdelay = Tvoting + Tpublish + Tresolution (16)

where Tdelay is the average revocation delay of each voting process of the algorithm, Tvoting
is the time of vote accumulation stage, Tpublish is the expiration time for publishing the
revocation result, and Tresolution is the average latency when publishers generated revocation
information and submitted it to the local SNR node.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that with the increase in users in the domain, the total
revocation delay gradually decreases, because with the increase in the number of users, the
density of active users becomes larger, so the total voting delay decreases.
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6.3. Average Number of Users Needed to Vote

The number of average voting users is shown in Figure 4. Under the same threshold
thcs, the total number of voting users is basically the same with different numbers of users
in the domain. This is because the number of voting users is only related to the public
key grades of voting users. The higher the user’s public key grades in the domain, the
fewer users that are needed to vote for reaching the preset revocation threshold in an SNR
domain. The total number of users in the domain and the distribution density of users do
not affect the number of votes because no matter how many users there are in the domain,
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in order to reach the same threshold, the number of votes required is independent of the
total number of users.
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6.4. Selection of Threshold Value thcs

Figure 5 calculates the probability of revocation success of different users under
different threshold conditions, which provides a reference for setting threshold thcs. We
count the probability curve of voting schemes when the number of users is 100, 200, 300,
and 500 with the C program. We assume that the value of votes VW1, VW2, VW3, and
VW4 is 1, 2, 3, and 4. The voting success probability is defined as the proportion of the
number of successful voting combinations, each of which reaches thcs, to the number of
all possible voting combinations that also include those failing to reach thcs. Among them,
voting user combination is the combination of the number of users at four different grades
responding to each voting event. For example, when the threshold value is set to 100 and
the total number of users is 200, a possible voting combination can be 30 users at the Basic
Grade, 10 users of the Personal Grade, 10 users of the Professional Grade, and 5 users
of the Top Grade. However, if only 10 Basic Grade users and 10 Personal Grade users
respond to this vote, this voting event fails. The probability curve shows the proportion
of changes with the increase in the preset threshold thcs. The numbers of users in the
domain and the threshold value thcs are the two important factors affecting the probability
of successful revocation. The revocation success probability decreases with the increment
of the threshold value thcs. With the increase in the threshold thcs, the number of approval
votes required increases, while the number of users with high grades is a small proportion,
so the probability of successful vote revocation decreases. In contrast, revocation success
probability increases with the increment of user numbers, because the density of the high
grades also increases.
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Meanwhile, according to the analysis in Section 4.4, we also give the setting standard
of threshold thcs in different conspirator ratios and users. The probability of successful
attack is defined as the probability of revocation failure when there is a certain proportion of
attackers. Figure 6 analyzes the collusion attack of condition one (voting against revocation)
in Section 4.4. The threshold value thcs satisfies Formula (13). The conspirator ratio is 0.1–0.5,
and the number of users is 100, 200, 300, and 500 and the vote weights VW1, VW2, VW3, and
VW4 is 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The four figures represent the attack success probability
with different user numbers. Figure 7 analyzes the collusion attack of condition two
(approval voting) in Section 4.4. The threshold value thcs satisfies Formula (15). Figure 8
analyzes the change curve of the successful attack probability in Formulas (13) and (15)
when the vote weights VW1, VW2, VW3, and VW4 respectively increase from 1, 2, 3, and 4
to 10, 20, 30, and 40 and the conspirator ratios are 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 with 100 users. We can
have the following conclusions from the above figures:

1. As the number of users in the domain increases, the threshold thcs for the lowest
successful attack probability also increases.

2. When the number of users in the domain is constant, the greater the voting weight,
and the lower the probability of successful attack.

That means we can reduce the success probability of an attack and improve the
robustness of the system by setting the voting weight and threshold. It can be seen from
Figure 8 that when the attacker ratio is 0.1 and the values of votes VW1, VW2, VW3, and
VW4 are 2, 4, 6, and 8, the attack success probability has been reduced to 1%. When the
attacker ratio is 0.5, the probability of a successful attack can be reduced to less than 0.1
with the voting weight continuously increased, which also reflects the robustness of the
system. Even if the system is attacked by half of the total users in the domain, it still
maintains a 90% probability of correct revocation. At the same time, due to the limitation
of crypto puzzles, it is quite difficult for attackers to occupy 50% of total users, which will
consume a lot of computing power. Therefore, our scheme can resist collusion attacks very
well and ensure system security.
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Figure 6. Collusion attacks to prevent the revocation of a malicious public key. Panels (a–d) show
the success probability fluctuation of this kind of collusion attack when user number is 100, 200, 300,
and 500.
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Figure 7. Collusion attacks to error revocation of the legitimate user’s public key. Panels (a–d) show
the success probability fluctuation of this kind of collusion attack when user number is 100, 200, 300,
and 500.
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Figure 8. The change curve of the attack probability with increase in VW. Panels (a–f) analyze the change curve of the
successful attack probability in Formulas (13) and (15) when the vote weight VW1, VW2, VW3, and VW4 increases from 1, 2,
3, and 4 to 10, 20, 30, and 40 and the conspirator ratio is 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 with 100 users.

7. Conclusions

Based on self-certifying naming, this paper discusses the problems of CPA attack
and its solution. Through the user voting algorithm, we build a complete malicious user
discovery strategy, which is used to access control of the name resolution system, so as to
alleviate the CPA attack against the system and further protect the whole network from
large-area cache pollution attacks. Meanwhile, in the decentralized revocation algorithm,
the users can revoke any malicious or misbehaving attackers within their communication
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range. Decentralized revocation is more efficient, as the users do not need to wait for
an additional system component to take action, and they can preserve their privacy and
network security by revoking the privileges of a malicious user straightaway. The key
synchronous revocation list is also clearly defined in the paper. The relevant performance
parameters are tested by using the simulation platform. The results show a significant
reduction in attack success probability and revocation failure rate when the appropriate
threshold is selected, which reflects the robustness of the decentralized system and provides
reference data for engineering implementation.

In the next step, we hope to implement the scheme in the experimental ICN project,
such as SEANet [10]. We will get more reliable data through the deployment of the actual
network system, so as to analyze the adaptability of the scheme for the actual application
scenarios and further improve the scheme.
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